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         TEKELEK PARTNERS WITH PAYGO ON SMART-TANK TECHNOLOGIES FOR          

     INTELLIGENT  MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT OF FUEL INVENTORIES AND  

                                                               PROCUREMENT 

New opportunities exist for both firms as IoT enables more informed, timely deci-

sion-making on when to purchase, hedge on industrial fuel. 

 

TORONTO, May 31, 2017 — Enterprise Ireland, the Irish government agency for 

the promotion of interna-

tional trade by Irish  

companies, today  

announced a  

partnership between  

electronic  monitoring 

based Tekelek and fuel 

technology based Paygo for 

business development in 

their respective markets. 

The agreement, announced  

during an Enterprise Ireland 

Trade Mission led by Minister Sean Canney TD, allows both organizations to  

capitalize on advances and economies in IoT technologies to provide greater  

intelligence on management and procurement of industrial fuels.  

Read more here  

 

New ChemSonic Tank Monitor  
  

We are pleased to introduce the  

ChemSonic sensor as part of our local 

telemetry product offering. The  

ChemSonic sensor is specifically  

designed for chemical applications.  

The addition of the ChemSonic product  

compliments our established Eco-oil  

monitor and recently developed  EcoWater  

monitor. For full details on the ChemSonic, 

please contact sales@tekelek.ie 

 
 
 ATEX LPG LoRaWAN  Tank Monitor 

Tekelek’s IoT activity continues to grow as we proudly      

announces the addition of the ATEX LPG LoRaWAN Tank 

Monitor. Available from Q4, 2017,  our  ATEX certified LPG 

Tank Sensor is a flexible and configurable level sensor that 

interfaces with a Rochester Gauge. It communicates over a 

LoRaWAN network giving the customer the benefits of that 

technology such as low  transaction cost and extended 

battery life.  

                                        Contact us directly at sales@tekelek.ie  to learn more.   
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